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1.

ABSTRACT
Location-based services have become increasingly prevalent with the advancement in the
positioning capabilities of smart devices and their emergence in social networking. In order
to acquire a service, users must submit their identity, query interest and location details to
service providers. Such information shared by users are accumulated continuously, stored
and analyzed in order to extract the knowledge base from it. Generally, this extracted
information is used by service providers to provide users with personalized services. The
accumulated data have enormous market value which is found to be used for many lucrative
purposes. This work presents a detailed study on the evolution of existing privacy
preservation models need to preserve privacy, and the opportunities to integrate fog
computing services into privacy architectures. The study proposes a fog integrated privacy
preservation model exploring the benefits and open research issues in traditional models and
recent integrated fog models. Future directions of fog incorporated privacy preservation
models are presented.

Introduction

Though location-based services (LBS) originated in the early
1990s, they became significant only after 2000. Since then,
massive improvements have been made in facilitating
technologies (e.g. telecommunications services), expanding
applications (e.g. from outdoor to indoor environments),
delivering interfaces (e.g. Smartphone, smart devices) and
increasing technological innovations that have made the ambient
environment more user-friendly (e.g. an increasing number of
devices connected to the Internet and access to 5G). Meteoric
development of the functionality of mobile devices play a vital
role in bringing comfort to people's everyday lives [1]. Low-cost
positioning devices with acceptable power consumption have
made location-based services accessible to the common man and,
in addition to providing profitable business opportunities [2].
Although it comforts end-users with on-demand and
recommendation based services, significant concerns about
privacy [3] have become a dominant issue. In order to make use
of location-based services (LBSs), service users must disclose
their private data, such as their identity, location and query
information, to third-party service providers who cannot be
trusted. The exposed data is accessed through snapshot queries
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(single query) and continuous queries (continuous follow-up
queries). When user data is collected over a period of time, a short
user profile is created on the basis of the data accumulated. User
profile data [4] is used profitably at the discretion of the service
provider and moreover most location based-services are typically
offered free of charge. When a service user is at a particular point
on Earth, LBS providers infer users’ interest on the basis of the
user's time, location and query data. The point on earth is
therefore considered to be significant data in the LBS, represented
in latitude and longitude data. The amount of data accumulated by
service providers infer the user's private data, which leads to user
tracking, gathering user's daily activities, finding the user's home
and office address, and children's school or college. Remarkable
real-world case studies represent the unauthorized use of users’
private data for monetary profits, cyber-stalking of victims,
intrusion of thieves, and many such activities. Current locationbased service policies need to be revised with stronger security
standards to support hesitant location-based service users.
Developing cloud computing technology has facilitated many
location service providers to outsource their data in order to use the
cloud storage service efficiently [5]. Security issues occur as
location data is outsourced to cloud service providers, because
cloud providers may benefit from location data. The plain text is
therefore encrypted before being outsourced to the cloud.
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Cryptographically signed data cannot be transferred directly to
location service users. Users should therefore be assured of the key
to the decryption of the data. Users must receive encrypted data
from the cloud and keys from service providers. But, this track of
users-cloud and, users-LSP (Location Service Provider), have
privacy issues. The cloud service provider operates as a user and
collect decryption keys (dual identity attacks [6]). Integrating
cloud servers into location privacy models have
increased complexities at user and LSP end. Simultaneously, fog
computing systems have developed to provide distributed services
at the edge of the networks [7]. Contemporary development in
cloud computing technology has introduced fog computing, with
features such as distributed architecture, location awareness,
enhanced security, local storage, processing, increased latency,
and connectivity support. The fog integrated design models for
location-based services have become significant [8]. Generally,
location based privacy schemes support peer-to-peer and trusted
third party (TTP) models. Users need to undertake privacy and
security policies in peer-to-peer models, as they do not implement
intermediate servers, while in TTP-based models, intermediate
servers manage privacy and security protocols. Recent work, such
as K-anonymity [9] dummy based [10] and mix zone [11] models,
have adapted TTP servers to ensure privacy and security. Adapting
TTP servers have some drawbacks, such as an intruder hacking
TTP to access confidential user data. This has prompted many
design models to incorporate fog services and enhance protection
and privacy in location-based services. Fog servers can replace
conventional TTP servers by preventing TTP vulnerabilities such
as single point failures and security issues. Although recent studies
have introduced fog servers [12] as an intermediate server, the
dynamics of fog servers have not been used exhaustively in
privacy preservation models. This work explores privacy
preservation in location-based services, as well as the feasibility
and benefits of integrating fog servers as middleware instead of
TTP servers.
The survey explores traditional privacy preservation models
and recent fog integrated models to understand the benefits of
integrating fog into privacy architectures. In addition, two different
types of privacy preservation models are proposed, such as the
integration of fog in the user-collaborative approach and the
trusted third-party approach. Overall, the survey presents
opportunities for future directions for the preservation of privacy
in location-based services and benefits in integrating fog into the
privacy preservation architecture.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the
evolution of privacy concern in location-based services, followed
by need for privacy preservation in location-based services in
section 3. Traditional privacy models for location-based services
are detailed in section 4; section 5 uncovers the location
privacypreservation attributes for location-based services.
Motivation of integrating fog computing in privacy models is
presented in Section 6, followed by Section 7 covering existing fog
integrated privacy preservation models. Section 8 details the
proposed fog incorporated approaches and Section 9 presents the
conclusion of the work.
2.

Evolution of privacy concern in location-based services

The scientists at MIT initiated the concept of GPS for the first
time on October 4, 1957 and observed that the frequency of the
www.astesj.com

radio signals from the Russian satellite increased as it
approached closer and decreased as it moved away. They were
able to track the position of the satellite and the speed of
movement using the frequency of the signals. Using the distance
from the satellite, the position of the receiver in the ground can be
tracked. The theory has grown, creating a huge impact in the field
of GPS systems. Currently (2019) there are 74 GPS satellites
operating in space where 31 are operational, 9 are being assessed
for failure replacement, 2 are being tested, 2 lost during launch
and 30 have expired. At the early stage of development, locationbased services were segmented into location-based tracking
applications and position-based applications. In tracking
applications, push services, such as local fast food commercials,
are pushed into users ' smart devices, and in the positioning
applications, the device location is used to update the timing of
the mobile phone. The lightweight dynamic pseudonym approach
[13] was developed as part of the service agreement and the active
pseudonym is chosen by the user and submitted to the service
provider. In order to provide the service, the service provider logs
into the dynamic pseudonym. The pseudonym is dropped by the
user at the end of the service. The service provider logs into a
complex alias to provide the service. However, in agreement with
the service provider, the pseudonyms are created by taking into
account the service providers as a fully trusted party, whereas the
trust agreement is not defined.
The need for trustworthy and intelligent middleware
telematics (location-based telematics) is addressed by the authors
in [14], who pioneered the idea of middleware servers to forward
the user's request to telematics servers. But the principle of
confidence for smart middleware is not obvious. The work
proposed by [15] elaborates the privacy concerns of mobile users
and the importance of designing an option that allows users to
turn off the location of their devices. The authors survey a
community of location-based service users in another distinct
study [16] and conclude that "service users are not very concerned
about their privacy when the services are helpful in emergencies.
A comprehensive risk prediction analysis of LBS adoption is
presented in [17]. This analysis reveals different ways in which
consumers can adapt LBS, such as the revision of device policies
towards consumers, the social contract between service providers
and consumers, the integration of third parties for privacy services
and privacy preferred services. The research in [18] states that
most LBS providers are mobile communication providers, and
hence privacy risks are higher than individual LBS providers.
Mobile communication providers can easily track the mobile
users’ through cell tower information. The user cooperative
method has been suggested in [19], where an agent is randomly
chosen from the user group to forward group communications to
service providers. However, collaborative user selection policies
have not been established. The proposed work in [20] implements
Casper server to respond to requests of, especially anonymous
queries. The incorporation of Casper increases the complexity of
the service providers’ architecture in the LBS. Region-aware
privacy protection technique is proposed in [21]. Two types of
dummy selection strategies, such as circular area-based and grid
area-based, have been developed. Compact processing is designed
on the server-side for the processing cost reduction of dummy
users. The practical feasibility of modifying the architecture of the
server-side is challenging, as multiple users have different
adoptions of privacy protection. The proposed hybrid approach
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[22] allow users to switch between the peer-to-peer and
collaborative approach based on the number of neighboring peers
present. The aim of this work is to provide users with privacy in
either case. An anonymous server is used in another query based
privacy protection system [23] to forward queries from users to
location service providers. The anonymous server shields the
identity of the users, sending users request as anonymous request
to achieve privacy. Nevertheless, the trust between the user and
anonymous server has not been discussed in this study. The
proposed work in [24] aims to protect the privacy of users without
a trusted third party. Cloud server support is used to evaluate the
user density present in each region in order to achieve user-side
spatial cloaking. Distributed anonymous servers are deployed as
a proxy between the LSP and users in order to forward the spatial
cloaking area of group of users to LSP [25] .Yet it is burdensome
to deploy and manage the distributed network of servers. The
query privacy scheme proposed in [26] has a trusted agent to
maintain network parameters such as key management and data
management between a service provider and a cloud server. To
access the device parameters, the user registers with service
providers and requests the query from cloud service providers.
The system must, however, maintain a completely trusted agent.
Moreover adversaries target trusted agents. In [27] the dummybased approach enhances the dummy features. The dummies are
placed at the level as of the speed of the real users. The dummies
and the real users are crossed to recover from the accidental reveal
of a real user. There is no emphasis on the consistency of the
number of dummies to choose. In [9], the collaborative scheme,
user device memory is utilized to cache the query request. The
trusted agents are eliminated, and the user’s collaborative cache
enhances the system by sharing the query among the collaborative
users. The trust between the users are not elaborated. The dual
protection model in [28], provide data privacy to service providers
and query privacy to users’. The proposed model outsources the
database of service providers to cloud servers by encrypting it.
Users availing the service, register with service providers and
obtain the secret key. The encrypted data from the cloud is
decrypted at the users’ side with keys. This model considers that
cloud service providers do not collude with any other entities;
however, possibilities are not focused. The system model
proposed in [29] has a convertor and anonymizer in between user
and the LBS provider. The convertor defines the user-defined grid
to a uniform grid and is sent to the user. The encrypted request is
forwarded to the anonymizer and the encrypted response from a
service provider is forwarded from anonymizer to user. The
anonymizer also maintains cache of the data for future queries.
The maintenance of more than one middle agent increases
maintenance complexities and have practical feasibility concerns.
The R-constrained dummy based scheme proposed in [30],
constructs virtual circles throughout the trajectory of the users for
trajectory protection. The cost of processing the dummies is
burdensome for the system. The semantic information of the
location is utilized to generate fake queries [31]. In this approach,
the queries are generated by the system based on the time and the
location semantic information. However, the users’ queries are
not always related to the semantic location information of the
users. To enhance the caching based design, a trusted agent in the
middle is utilized to cache the efficient data that is frequently
requested by the majority of users [8]. The trusted agent combines
the K-spatial request from many users and eliminates the
www.astesj.com

duplicates, to enhance the processing time at the server and to
reduce the network traffic. The agent may collect sensitive users’
information and use them profitably. The ongoing research
evolution in location-based services is described widely in [32].
At the initial stages (2000-2004) users had less concentration
on their privacy as they are helpful in emergency services.
Moreover, awareness of nefarious activities was less. The
awareness of users’ information collection at the service
providers' side was increasing (2002-2005), hence users’
hesitation towards the usage of LBS was increasing. As a result,
the service providers started revising their privacy policies in
making them transparent to the service users’ (2005). In the period
(2000-2006), most of the location-based services are provided by
mobile communication providers; hence providing privacy
protection becomes complex. As mobile communication
providers monitor the users’ location based on cell tower
information. In (2005-2006) simple pseudonym exchange models
were proposed to hide the identity of the users. Random user
collaboration approaches were initiated to eliminate agent in the
middle. As the users’ devices are not much capable of storing the
queries for the future, the caching was not feasible. In (20072009), the random selection models were proposed to select the
dummy users’ and the behavioral pattern of the dummies was not
much concentrated. In (2010-2012), many trusted third parties in
the middle were proposed. They were deployed as a single agent
or multiple agents as per the requirements. Various levels of user
side caching have been proposed during (2012-2016), as the
storage capabilities of smart devices have been enhanced. In
addition, the number of location-based services increased
dramatically, with third-party service providers starting to use
cloud storage services. During (2016-2019), dummy-based
strategies have been provided at the level of real user activity by
improving dummies ' behaviors and concentrating on the
locations where dummies are chosen. In addition, distributed
computing, such as fog computing, was incorporated into privacy
preservation models instead of trusted agents.

Figure 1: Percentage of mobile internet users from 2014 to2019 [34]

3.

Need for privacy preservation in location-based services

According to Allied Market Research [33], location-based
service market is expected to grow from 23.74 billion in 2018 to
157.34 billion in 2026. The enormous increase in the number of
mobile Internet users has also triggered an increasing number of
location-based applications. Figure 1 shows the rate of increase in
the number of mobile phone internet users [34].
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The need for privacy and awareness among service users is
increasing as a result of the increasing number of online
cybercrime cases. The trendy and dominant online social
networking websites, such as Facebook and Twitter, provide
registered customers with a free-of-cost subscription. These giant
organizations have users from all over the world, where activities
such as user’s personal information, official follow-ups are
deliberately uploaded to users. However, there are other unknown
sources of information service providers can avail, such as
locations from where the users’ login, monitoring users’ online
activities to extract the users’ interest for personalised
advertisements and recommendations that have huge business
profits. Service providers have no right to use the information of
users for unauthorized purposes. There is no law controlling the
information distributed from the service providers end to other
third parties. The information includes privacy data that contain
user's personal habits, regular timeline visits, business profits,
banking details, and family member information. When this
private information reaches the hands of targeted attackers, it can
lead to unwanted stalking, theft, abuse of women, and kidnapping.

religious beliefs, marital status, political interest, business details,
and the home branch of the bank [40].
4.

Traditional system models of privacy preservation for
location-based services

The generic framework of location-based service is the Peerto-Peer and trusted third party model.
4.1. Peer-to-Peer model
The basic structure of the peer-to-peer model is illustrated in
Figure 2, which consists of three entities, such as location-based
service users, location providers and location-based service
providers. With the help of GPS technology, the user acquires the
current location from the location provider via his smart
device. The current location of the user is then sent to locationbased service provider along with the user identity and query
interest to avail the service. The location-based service provider
responds with the location of the user based on the query request.

Increasing numbers of cyber-crime cases enable privacy
breeches from small organizations to large service providers. In
2011, iPhone's hidden location synchronization was uncovered,
and user locations were sent to Apple without user’s knowledge.
Similarly,angry bird game collects the age, gender, and location of
the user [35]. The main concern of users is that the private
information is trapped in the hands of adversaries that result in
vulnerabilities.
• Privacy threats
Location service users are exposed to threats in many ways,
such as tracking service users (tracking threats), mapping online
identity to real-world identity (identification threats) and
uncovering online behavioral patterns (user profiling threats).
• Tracking threat
Service users need to use location-based services in many
situations to know the location information. Timing information
related to the service request is the significant data that links the
day-to-day activities of users in accordance with time [36]. When
these private data are analyzed, the adversary may be able to track
the location of the user throughout the day [37]. With accurate data
analytics, past, present and future locations of users are easily
exposed to attackers.
• Identification threat
The online identification used by users can be linked to the
real-world identity of users with the help of quasi-identification
attributes such as geographical tags in uploaded photos, home and
office addresses from personal websites [38]. Adversaries may be
able to identify the real identity of the user and map the data of the
user.
• User threat profiling
The location information associated with the time exposed by
the user reveals the user's private information [39]. When the
online activities of users are documented for a period of time, the
data analyzed reveals user profiles containing health conditions,
www.astesj.com

Figure 2: Peer-to-Peer Architecture

In the peer-to-peer model, data is communicated between the
service user and the service provider directly. The privacy of users
are defined by a user-trusted collaboration model [9] or with the
help of online friends circles such as social networking friends
[41]. In general, users' do not send the unprocessed data to the
service providers, hence in [42], the users get collaborated locally
with n-hop distance and the data grouped is sent to the service
providers. The advancement of social networking sites has
increased social friendships and their bonding. Trust between
social friends is used to hide private data sent to the (Location
Service Provider) LSP. Location obfuscation models have been
implemented as dummy-based approaches [27] and location
perturbation approaches [43]. In obfuscation models, users
independently outsource their data as anonymous data such as
enlarging their position in an area and adding dummy users. The
main drawback of the model is the service user, who becomes
solely responsible for the outsourcing of the data. However, these
models do not require additional systems to support. In feelingslocation privacy [3], the authors have presented the
depersonalization of location-based on user-desired location The
k-locations chosen for the protection of privacy are based on the
priority of the user and also on the popularity of the region. In this
approach, finding k-locations is a complicated process, as all
locations chosen must be equally popular as users’ location.
The dummy-based approach formulated in [31] considered the
correlation between the location subject and the query type to
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generate more robust dummies. Dummies are created in locations
where the semantic subject information and the query type are the
most appropriate. Finding dummy locations to match semantic
information is complex as it depends on the spatial distribution of
a region. The authors of the user-centric location privacy
architecture [44] proposed the user-desired level of privacy in
which the service user decides which data to be sent and which
should not. Although service automation has enhanced the
process, finding dummy locations with service similarities in all
geographic regions is still complex. The asymmetric encryption
technique involved in [45] preserves the sharing of private
locations with social friends. The location can only be known to
friends by decrypting the location information. Encryption and
decryption increase the number of messages being exchanged
between friends. The dummy-based approach proposed in [27]
creates dummies with a replica of the actual user. Dummies are
limited to travel and are managed to keep similar to the actual user.
User membership benefits could save the cost of dummy user
processing in location-based services. However, in the current
research, the conditions for the number of dummies to be created
have not yet been defined.
4.2. Trusted third party-based architecture
The architecture of the trusted third party server is shown in
Figure 3. Unlike the peer-to-peer model, third-party servers have
been integrated between the location-based service user and the
location-based service provider. The user obtains the current
location from the location provider, and then sends the user's
identity, current location, and query interest to the trusted third
party server. A trusted third-party server also receives a request
from other service users. The user-identity is hidden and the query
is sent to a location-based service user as an anonymous query
using a third party server. Service response from location-based
service providers is sent to trusted third party servers, and third
party servers finally segregate user response and forward it to
service users.

server with a semi-trusted server and a function generator as an
intermediary. Semi-trusted servers and function generators work
independently. The function generator transforms the location
coordinates, and without the knowledge of the transformation
parameter, the semi-trusted server does not have a chance to learn
the true location. This approach has an additional burden on the
execution of a function generator and a semi-trusted server,
making the model expensive. The trusted third party intermediary
servers involvement in [48] forms a user group under the
intermediary server. The authors argue that there is no need to
exchange pseudonyms (in order to hide the real identity of the
users) as they do not enhance security; instead, the members of
the group are qualified on the basis of positive, negative and no
change in membership to continue with the group on the basis of
their activities. However, trusted third-party servers are expensive
and maintaining a group becomes more complex.
The k-anonymity approach [49] involves the location
perturbation server in the middle. The intermediate server
maintains the private data of the k-users and sends the group
request to the LBS to protect the identity, location and query of
the k-users. However, trust issues arise from the trusted location
perturbation server implementation. Incorporating more than one
TTP server has also been experimented to prevent TTP from
learning private data of users [50].
5.

Attributes of location privacy

Figure 4 shows the attributes of location privacy. The
service user identity can be an email ID, phone number, unique
login ID and device ID. There are many LBS applications that
require verification of email ID or phone number
before acquiring the service. Few LBS applications do not ask for
any user identities, such as finding "My location" in Google.
However, the service is used based on the continuous monitoring
of the type of service obtained with a many context-based link
information about the user obtained at service providers end. The
user's identity is protected by the use of pseudonyms acquired from
TTP servers. The real identity of the user is replaced by a
pseudonym (fake ID). Whenever different pseudonyms are used,
the adversaries find it hard to track the user. However, when TTP
servers work with LSPs, real users can be easily tracked. As a
result, user collaboration approaches have evolved [51]. In
collaborative user approaches, users exchange their user ID in a
temporary collaboration that eliminates TTP servers.

Figure 3: Trusted third party based architecture

The TTP servers are responsible for the data submitted by
users. The cost of incorporating TTP servers is an additional
burden for service users. Attackers may target TTP servers to
access private data. Trust maintenance between the service user
and the TTP server defines the robustness of the system. TTP
servers are implemented as fully trusted [46] or, in some cases, as
semi-trusted [6], to overcome privacy threats. The location
transformation approach [47] replaces a fully trusted third-party
www.astesj.com

Figure 4: Attributes of location privacy
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The location data of the user is the primary information used
as the basic attribute that is required for the LBS service. Based on
the location data, service users home location, the office address
and the school address of the children can be obtained.The security
attribute “location” is obtained from service users based on their
service usages. When users obtain location-based services on a
continous basis, user trajectory data can be easily mapped with
location updates. The location of the user is protected by
• Add noisy locations to the real location of the user [52]
• Location transformation approaches:real location of the
user is transformed to other neighboring locations [53]
• Group-based service procurements: Exchange the location
of the users with group members [54]
The time data, acquired by the adversaries is linked with other
attributes to coordinate the users' activities depending on the time
of the day. The exact time of the service request is delayed by the
user to hide the timing of the service request from the user. Time
transformation will help third party intruders to record the delay in
the user's request for service instead of actual time.
Information on the users ' query reveal their personal interest,
which becomes the key information for personalized online
advertisements. To hide users ' query interest, there are models
such as crypto-algorithms that encrypt the query at the users' end
and decrypt it in the service providers end. There are different
types of models that add noise data to the exact query information.
The addition of noise data to the exact query must not delay the
quality of the service provided to the user. In this regard, the user
collaboration approaches have helped by adding a collaborative
user query, and the intermediate server approach has helped users
to hide their identity by adding other users from the same region.
The PIR (Private Information Retrieval) technique was used to
reduce computational latency [55]. The specific query of the user
is anonymized with the help of expanding the size of the region
from the location of the user. The query response for all the
locations in the region is stored in the local database . Users
retrieve an accurate query response from the local database. The
requirement and trust of the local database is not defined.
Protecting the privacy in continuous queries creates more
complexity [56]. Fake queries are added to the actual queries in
order to anonymize the query of the user. Fake queries inserted into
the actual queries must be contextually linked to the location of the
user in order to avoid attackers toremove the fake queries. In [56],
a query pool is built for each location, which provides queries from
the historical query request provided by different users. However,
the processing of large queries for single users creates additional
burden for service providers.
In general, the privacy preservation models degrade the
precision of information submitted to the service providers and
target to acquire the services accurately without compromising the
service quality.
5.1. Location Privacy
Location privacy threat is the leakage or misuse of service
users’ location information by the service providers or other
adversaries [57]. The most popularly used protection scheme is
the dummy-based models. Semantic location-related information
is used to generate realistic dummies [31]. However, the number
www.astesj.com

of dummies to be generated is not defined. Dummy locations are
generated within a circular area where the actual location is
centered [30]. However, there is a high risk of exposure to the
centered real location. Most dummy-based models are designed
to generate realistic dummies, and similarly, the attributeconscious scheme [58] uses location attributes to generate
dummies in the context of location query probabilities. Vehicular
location privacy protection based on the vehicles in their
proximity is implemented in [51], but the dynamic collaboration
has the risk of management of the dynamic group. Another
vehicular privacy protection model [59] enhanced the dynamic
group formation technique by introducing local hotspots and
global hotspots. The positive activities of the group members act
as a credit to join the group each time. The collaborative approach
in [40] suggests that TTP servers to be replaced by service users
device resources, and user collaborative groups need a central
controller. The multidimensional privacy protection model [60]
with both location and query protection is targeted and based on
the model, the semi-anonymous server is incorporated to direct
the request to a service provider. The accuracy of the results of
the query may be degraded in this model.
5.2. Query Privacy
Query privacy protection prevents adversaries from accessing
accurate query information. Basically, query protection schemes
fall into two broad categories, such as query obfuscation
techniques [61] and dummy query insertion techniques [62].
Query protection scheme "Dummy-Q" [56] eliminates TTP
servers by using mobile resources to store the query pool system
in order to optimally store the queries used by the quad tree system.
Cloud servers [63] prevent location and query directly from being
submitted to service providers. The user submits the enlarged
region where the service is needed, and the encrypted data related
to the region is sent to the cloud server where the cloud server
assists the user in the requested service. In [64], the TTP server is
used to collaborate with users and to send a collaborative query
request to the service provider where the TTP servers trust is not
defined. The work proposed in [5] presents on how cloud servers
can effectively replace TTP servers, and how users can gain
greater privacy on the basis of homomorphic encryption.
5.3. User Identity Privacy
The online user identity associated with online user activities
defines user behavior patterns and serves as the perfect
information
for
personalized
recommendations
and
advertisements. Identity protection models of users are
comparatively less focused than the location and query protection,
as the achievement of location privacy and query privacy
completely undermine the identity of the user. In general, the
pseudonyms replace the identity of the user. Dynamic
pseudonyms are used to protect the identity of users. Pseudonyms
are used to hide the identity of service users [65]. The gametheoretic approach has been implemented in [66] in order to
protect the identity and location of the service user's privacy.
5.4. Privacy metrics
Wide range of privacy metrics are used to measure the
protection achieved. Privacy in location-based service is achieved
by using a fake identity, encrypted or anonymized query and
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location instead of actual name, queryand location. The purpose of
the privacy measure is to evaluate any breach attempted by an
attacker. The most common privacy metrics used are
• Entropy (H)
The most widely used metric inspired by the Shannon
Information Theory is entropy [67]. Entropy is a logarithmic
measure of the number of states with a significant probability,
explicitly and the states with a substantial probability of being
occupied. Entropy is used by modifying it according to their
considered parameters. In general entropy is defined in Eq.(1)

where m is the number of dummy trajectories, t is time instance
and (RLt, DLt) is the distance between each location position in the
real and dummy trajectory. Minimum distance deviation defines
maximum privacy.
• Distance deviation degree (Ddegree)
The distance deviation degree is the mean value of distance
deviation(dd) and radius (|R|) of the circular area defined for
dummy locations generation [30]. When n is the number of dummy
locations the Ddegreeisdefined as in Eq. (8)
1

Ddegree= (( ∑ni=1 ddi ) / |R| ) ×100

(8)

H=-∑Ki=1 Pi logPi

(1)

Pi=Qi /( ∑Ki=1 Q i )

(2)

• Temporal similarity between real and the dummy trajectory
(Simt )

Maximum entropy is achieved when all K locations have the
same query probability Q, as shown in Eq.(3)

The temporal difference between the real and the dummy
trajectory should be minimum in order to increase privacy [30].
The temporal similarity is defined in Eq.(9)

Hmax=log2 K

(3)

Where ‘Pi’ is defined in Eq.(2)

Lesser the Ddegree value, maximum privacy is achieved.

The higher the value of entropy, greater the privacy achieved.
• Single location exposure risk (SE)
The probability of exposing the actual location of the service
user from the group of locations chosen for anonymity is single
location exposure risk [30]. The exposure probability of single
location from the group of location points Diis shown in Eq.(4)
1

(4)

Di

n

Simt =

||(t′ −t)||

(9)

ϴ

where t’ is the query request time of real trajectory and t is the query
request time of dummy trajectory. ‘ϴ’is maximum time threshold
defined by the user and || ‘’|| is the normalization. The higher the
value of Simt,the maximum privacy is achieved.
• Spatial similarity between the real and the dummy trajectory
(SimS)
The spatial similarity between the real and the dummy
trajectory is measured using Eq.(10)

The probability of exposing the actual location of the user from
the group of locations termed as ‘set n’is defined in Eq.(5)

SimS =

||<x,y>,<x′ ,y′ >||

(10)

δ

The lesser the value of SE, the greater the privacy.

in which <x,y> is the spatial position of real location and <x’,y’>
is the spatial position of the dummy location. 𝛿is the maximum
spatial threshold set by the users [30]. The higher value of SimS
achieves higher privacy value.

• Trajectory Exposure Risk (TE)

• Anonymous area requirement (AArea)

Number of dummy trajectories m, in which s defines the
number of trajectories that overlap, and (m-s) trajectories that do
not overlap [30]. The trajectory exposure risk is determined as in
Eq.(6)

The anonymous area requirement is 100% when the
anonymous area determined satisfies the anonymous area defined
by the user [12]. If (Amin==A), then AArea is 100%,where Amin is
the minimum area defined by the user and A is the anonymous area
determined. The higher the value of AArea, the maximum the
privacy. However, it increases the processing cost as well.

1

SE= ∑ni=1
n

1

1

|Di |

TE= (m−s)+T

s

(5)

(6)

•

where Tsis the total overlapping trajectories present in the group of
trajectories formed by the user. TE value is aimed ata minimum to
achieve higher privacy.
• Distance deviation (dd)
The mean value of offset distance between the location position
of real trajectory and the dummy trajectory [30] is defined in Eq.(7)
1
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1

t
t
dd= ∑nt=1(( ∑m
j=1 Ldist (RL , DLj )))
n

m

(7)

Position protection (PP)

The position protection [12]is defined in Eq.(11)
PP=((x’,y’)P – (x,y)) (x’,y’)P

(11)

in which (x’,y’)P is the number of all dummy positions and (x,y)
is the actual position.The maximum value of PP leads to maximum
privacy.
• Trajectory protection (TP)
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The trajectory protection [12] is determined based on the
number of valid trajectories. When ST represents the total valid
trajectories, the trajectory protection is determined using Eq.(12)
TP= (ST-1) ST

(12)

The maximum the value of TP, the maximum is the privacy
achieved.
6.

Research motivation of integrating fog computing in
privacy models

The analysis of the privacy protection models presents the
existing downsides in the current protection models. For example,
in the context of peer-to-peer architecture, users are solely
responsible for forwarding the request to service providers. Users
need to take care of protection techniques such as data encryption,
user collaboration, local storage, and user mobility. When users are
in emergency situations such as the abduction of attackers, road
accidents, trapped in the forest, and other such activities, they will
not be able to take complex steps to use the location services and
could increase their risk of being trapped in the hands of strangers.
Considering TTP as a solution for peer-to-peer approaches,
they are also of concern to users. TTP servers are designed to
forward user service requests in a privacy-friendly manner, but the
risk of single-point failure attacks [68] is unsolvable. The risk of
trusting anonymous servers is always a matter of concern. Instead
of defining TTP servers as fully trusted, research focused on semitrusting servers. The semi-trusted servers [6] were implemented to
store encryption keys, encrypted data of the users' collaboration
details and other details related to the users. The problem with
semi-trusted servers is that they might get collaborated with third
party-service providers to map the users' private data.
Traditional location-based services are provided to customers
through centralized cloud-based approaches. Cloud computing
policies have been satisfying customers as they evolved, but the
huge increase in data movements from and to cloud computing has
degraded the quality of the service it provides to customers.
Centralized cloud computing has therefore evolved to serve
customers in a promising way, without compromising the quality
of services in a decentralized manner. The promising solution for
decentralized computing is termed as fog computing by Cisco [69].
Fog computing serves customers at the edge of the network (at
their local ends) and the data is being processed with the help of
networking resources [68]. Further, if necessary, the data will be
sent to the cloud for processing. The promising fog computing
solution has the following advantages: proximity to end-users,
geographical distribution, optimum resource utilization, low
latency, reduced network traffic, improved service quality and a
superior computing environment for users. By acquiring the
benefits of fog in research, fog computing can fit into privacypreserving LBS models instead of traditional TTP servers.
7.

nodes [70]. IoT devices are used to implement the location privacy
protection algorithms by incorporating surveillance cameras in the
location of users, and to forward the user request to service
providers [71]. Fog-based privacy preservation technique [72],
implemented fog servers to store encrypted data, and users are
provided with decryption keys from the location service provider.
Keys are generated based on the region of division; therefore,
vehicles entering the region will only be able to access the region
key. In [73], TTP servers are replaced by fog servers to eliminate
single point failure attacks and to store cache data.
8.

Proposed Fog incorporated approaches

Based on previous deliberations, it is clear that there is a strong
need for privacy preservation techniques that makes existing
privacy policies more user-friendly. In addition, the integration of
fog servers will bring enormous benefits to service users, service
providers and global green computing benefits [74]. Resources
between the source (end users) and the destination (cloud servers)
are referred to as fog resources.

Figure 5: Trusted third party as fog server

8.1. Fog Server as TTP
The architecture of fog server as intermediate server is shown
in Figure 5. The user obtains the current location from the location
provider and then sends the user's identity, current location, and
query interest to the fog server. A fog server also receives a request
from other service users. The user-identity is hidden and the query
is sent to a location-based service user as an anonymous query
using a fog server. Service response from the location-based
service provider is sent to fog server, and fog server finally
segregates user response and forwards it to service users.Fog
servers are intermediate servers set up by fog service providers at
the edge of the network with the help of edge resources. The fog
servers are proposed to establish at the locations where the fog
services are required the most (based on the number of tasks
forwarded to the cloud from that location). The fog servers
established in such locations can act as the TTP servers for privacy
protection models. The local map information can be stored in fog
servers for easy updates and retrievals.

Existing fog integrated privacy preservation models

The research gaps identified are

The characteristics of fog computing, such as improved
security, decentralized control, improved latency, local computing,
stimulate many researchers to incorporate fog. The fog computing
technique is used in many recent works as local computing. The
benefits of fog computing are used by the incorporation of fog

• Frequency of the cache data update
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Fog servers are deployed with available idle resources from
end-users [75] and therefore have fewer resources than the cloud.
Cache memory in fog is used for faster access to location-based
data stored in fog [73]. Cache memory must be updated on the
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basis of the newest data accessed by users. It is therefore necessary
to focus on updating the cache memory frequency based on the
availability of the cache memory and to use the cache efficiently.
• Optimal utilization of fog resources
The fog resources are deployed at each location based on the
requirements and the focus of utilizing the resources optimally
plays a major role in fog services. Fog resource optimization
focused on recent works [76] [77]emphasizes the importance of
optimized resource utilization in fog services.
• Security issues in fog storage
Fog computing services are expected to face many security
issues other than those inherited from cloud [78] Cloud servers are
deployed and maintained by a single party, while fog servers take
on a variety of deployment options, such as end-users, cloud
providers, and internet providers [79]. Trust issues while using ecommerce services, insiders attack fog providers, secure data
storage and authentication issues prevail in fog services [80].
8.2. User collaborative approach
The architecture of user collaborative fog incorporation is
shown in Figure 6. Intially, the users from a proximity colloborate
into a group and a group representative is chosen among
them.Then each user obtains the current location from the location
provider, then sends the user's identity, current location, and query
interest to the fog server as a group request. A fog server also
receives a request from other service users groups. The useridentity is hidden and the query is sent to a location-based service
user as an anonymous query using a fog server. Service response
from location-based service provider is sent to fog server, and fog
server finally segregates user response and forwards it to service
users. Further, the group representative segragates the users
request and sends it to each user. In this approach two level
anonymization is achieved, one at user level and the other at fog
server level.

networking sites, individual social relations are on the rise every
day [83]. Consider, for example, a device user from home interacts
with a friend in the office or a family member in the neighborhood.
These interactions will set up a device-to-device relationship to
work together for peer computational task. Relationships are
established in the framework of mutual cooperation. However, for
the benefit of others,no device voluntarily establishes
communication. In such situations, the previous history of device
assistance helps the devices to help eachother. Incentive
mechanisms will bring satisfactory benefits for users of devices in
order to build a fair relationship between devices.
The ultimate aim of collaborative computing is to establish a
user group that is physically or socially connected. These group
members exchange their privacy attributes, such as their identity,
location and query in order to acquire privacy-friendly locationbased services.
The research gaps identified are
• Defining trust between users
Trust between users during collaboration is critical in
collaborative approaches. In collaboration with a group, no single
user must leave the system until all the users in the group are
prompted to benefit equally. Trust models are developed based on
user history, and online or offline user relationships.
• Central authority to manage the user group
The group's central representative leads the group in a positive
direction in the models of user collaboration. The selection of a
central group representative is an open issue in collaborative
strategies.
• Automated dynamic group formation
The pervasive nature of mobile devices always forms a
dynamic group, as proximity users are not always the same. The
policy focusing on the benefit of the group members must push
LBS users to join the secure LBS group.
• Incentives for the collaborative members
Collaborative user work is being developed to eliminate thirdparty servers [77]. Voluntary involvement of users in collaboration
is difficult because users become greedy and are unable to use their
resources for the benefit of others. Incentive mechanisms for such
collaborative models are needed to encourage users to participate
in collaboration, where a user acting as a representative will
receive incentives from all other users [84]. The implementation
of an effective reward system will ensure productive cooperation
between users.
9.

Figure 6: User collaborative approach incorporating fog

User collaborative techniques reduce the risk of third party
dependence; however, they increase the burden on the user side.
Peer-to-peer computing [81] is gaining popularity due to the
increasing number of smart devices and their computational
capabilities. Users are reluctant to establish peer-to-peer
computation as there is a need to establish trust between peers. The
key challenge is to establish cooperation between devices owned
by different individuals [82]. Influenced by online social
www.astesj.com

Conclusion

The location-based services are increasingly gaining
significance along with the increasing utilization of mobile
devices. The survey presents an overview of the evolution of the
privacy preservation models of location-based services. The work
describes the current research attainment of fog-integrated models
of privacy preservation for location-based services. The research
benefits and issues are described in detail and the opportunities to
integrate the fog into the current user-collaboration approach and
trusted third party approach are proposed. The research outcomes
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provide a better understanding of the current research scenarios of
privacy preservation techniques and future directions in
integrating advanced computing paradigms such as fog
computing in the privacy preservation approaches. The survey
provides directions for many fog integrated robust privacy
approaches in order to gain market adoptions soon.
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